TWO THUMBS DOWN:

IN THE ABSENCE OF COMPREHENSIVE IMMIGRATION REFORM, ILL-CONCEIVED BILLS FLOOD THE VIRGINIA GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Leigh A. Sellers*

On July 26, 2007, a federal court ruled it unconstitutional for city officials in Hazleton, Pennsylvania, to implement a local anti-immigrant ordinance that punished employers and landlords for doing business with undocumented immigrants.1 Despite this well-grounded landmark decision, local governments throughout the nation continue to develop patchwork solutions to a broken federal immigration system, endangering the health and well-being of communities and people alike.

Virginia has positioned itself at the forefront of America’s immigration debate. Leading up to the 2008 General Assembly session, localities throughout the state developed public statements on immigration,2 reaffirmed English as the official language,3 and considered an array of anti-immigrant policies.4 During the 2008 Virginia General Assembly session,
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legislators introduced an unprecedented number of bills to deal with diverse social and economic ills that they believed were related to our so-called immigration problem, including bills bearing a striking resemblance to the Hazleton ordinance.\(^5\)

Of the more than 130 pieces of legislation introduced this year with significance for Virginia’s immigrants, all but a handful would have had a negative impact on immigrant communities—both documented and undocumented. A few bills would have had negative consequences for all Virginians.\(^6\) Topics of interest to legislators this year included undocumented students’ eligibility for admission to public institutions of higher education,\(^7\) eligibility for in-state tuition rates,\(^8\) housing restrictions,\(^9\) law enforcement practices and availability of bail,\(^10\) increased penalties for businesses that knowingly employ undocumented immigrants,\(^11\) and English-only language laws.\(^12\)

The gaps between myth and reality pertaining to undocumented immi-

---


6. See, e.g., H.B. 45, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2008) (establishing penalties that help undocumented immigrants obtain any benefit, service, status, or privilege to which he or she is not lawfully entitled); H.B. 186, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2008) (requiring that applicants for a driver’s license present proof of U.S. citizenship in order to obtain or renew a driver’s license); H.B. 439, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2008) (denying state and local funds to organizations that assist individuals not legally present in the United States); H.B. 729, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2008) (requiring that marriage licenses include the social security number of each party to the marriage); H.B. 1026, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2008) (terminating funds appropriated to localities when a local agency has granted public benefits to an individual without first determining whether or not the applicant is a U.S. citizen or lawfully present in the United States).


grants and their perceived relationship to local economic and social problems are mind-boggling. Time and again, patrons of anti-immigrant bills argue that undocumented immigrants are to blame for any number of community ills, from the overcrowding of hospitals, schools, houses, and jails to loitering and increasing crime rates.\textsuperscript{13} How, one might ask, can such a small group of people—the most recent estimate for Virginia’s undocumented population is between 250,000 and 300,000\textsuperscript{14}—be responsible for problems of such great magnitude? The popular assumption is that undocumented immigrants are to communities as parasites are to hosts. While many Virginians and Americans embrace this idea, in general, researchers studying the impact of immigrants on communities and resources consistently find that immigrants contribute more to public coffers than they take away in the form of public benefits\textsuperscript{15} and that they commit fewer crimes.\textsuperscript{16}

Knee-jerk responses to Virginia’s economic woes, limited resources, and an increasing foreign-born population do not encourage the development of sensible strategies for sustainable practices or sound policy decision-making.\textsuperscript{17} Virginia state lawmakers must begin to question the ultimate purpose and the long-term consequences of anti-immigrant proposals. Thankfully, the most egregious bills were defeated early on in the 2008 ses-


While the vast majority of this year’s anti-immigrant legislation failed to pass the House and the Senate, we cannot assume that these bills are dead and gone forever. Certain issues have become staples of recent General Assembly sessions, including undocumented students’ ability to access higher education and the extent to which charities and nonprofits receiving state funds should have the ability to serve undocumented people in need. And, despite these bills’ failure to make it to the Governor’s desk for approval, localities continue to test homegrown solutions to problems that they perceive to be the fault of immigrants. So, where does this put us in terms of progress? Are we back at square one? Yes. This is an unfortunate outcome given that local policies on immigration-related matters tend to be short-sighted in scope and further fan the flames of anti-immigrant sentiment among residents, endangering local economies that depend upon immigrants for growth and stability and jeopardizing the safety of all commu-


20. See supra notes 2-4 and accompanying text.
nity members.

The potential adverse consequences of attempts to regulate international migration at the state level, in the absence of comprehensive federal reform, ought to be of paramount concern, as past and present-day examples demonstrate that such attempts often fail to produce meaningful results that resolve underlying structural problems. State-based initiatives to ban the domestic slave trade in the antebellum South, for example, did little to prevent slave trading, as buyers and sellers simply crossed state lines to conduct business as usual in neighboring territories that allowed the trade to thrive. 21 In recent times, Prince William County has established itself with pride as the leader of Virginia’s crackdown on illegal immigrants. The social and economic costs of such xenophobic practices have nearly drained the county’s financial reserves dry 22 and have contributed to an unprecedented mid-year decline of 819 students in public school enrollment. 23 It also helped Prince William County achieve a foreclosure rate higher than that of any other major metropolitan area in America in the final quarter of 2007, surpassing even the foreclosure rate for Detroit. 24

Prince William County should serve as a warning to other localities; its current circumstance clearly illustrates the dangers of adopting policies that further institutionalize racism and make communities undesirable places in which to live. Though increasing local law enforcement and securing geographic borders may seem like a good idea to some, each of us should ask what we hope to gain by engaging in activities such as rounding up undocumented immigrants for deportation. In a time of global economic decline, Virginia cannot afford to squander its limited state and local resources on a crackdown on illegal immigration. Undocumented immigrants do not come to America—or Virginia, for that matter—because the trek is easy or cheap. 25 The risks and costs associated with crossing international borders illegally are high to immigrants, particularly those with families and de-

dependent children to support.26

Legislating immigration policy at the state level is not a new phenomenon, despite the popular belief that an open borders policy prevailed prior to the Immigration Act of 1924.27 Indeed, state-based legislation concerning the enforcement of federal immigration law can be traced back to the colonial period, the era in which our country was founded.28 This historical fact has practical significance today because the assumed novelty of undocumented migration has been used to develop arguments challenging the constitutional status of undocumented immigrants, questioning the right of American-born children of undocumented parents to claim U.S. citizenship, and defining the authority and scope of federal power in developing immigration laws.29

Our frenzied obsession with catching and deporting “illegals” does little to remedy the problems that our nation and state currently face. What will it take for the hatred and discrimination to stop? At what point will we begin to see the interdependence of nations, states, counties, towns, local communities, and individuals? When will we acknowledge that the “immigration problem” is not due to the presence of a single person or a group of people, but rather the outcome of a circumstance far more complex and connected to the global landscape in which America is a rich nation in an impoverished world?

Virginia’s legislators cannot stave off the hunger, poverty, or strife that people face in countries abroad, but they can develop practical solutions to shared problems in our state, at the very least. No one wants to live in a crime-infested community. Yet, legislators this year struck down a harmless cost-effective measure that would have improved community policing efforts and reduced crime simply by preventing officers from asking victims and witnesses of crime about their legal status.30 What kind of a message does this send? For one, it says that our state legislators in 2008 valued anti-immigrant rhetoric over the safety of our communities. We can only
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hope for a dramatic change at the federal level, one that could yield comprehensive immigration reform suitable for the time in which we live that promotes the humanitarian democratic ideals on which our nation was founded.